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Abstract
In this paper the performance of the intrusion detection system 
SNORT is analyzed and tested for Packet loss. SNORT is 
implemented on Linux Operating System. It is observed that there 
is a significant increase in the packet drop when the traffic speed 
is increased simultaneously. Similarly when the packet size is 
augmented then the drop in packets also decreases. 
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I. Introduction
Intrusion detection is a set of techniques and methods that are 
used to detect suspicious activity both at the network and host 
level. Intrusion detection systems fall into two basic categories: 
signature-based intrusion detection systems [1] and anomaly 
detection systems. Intruders have signatures, like computer viruses, 
that can be detected using software. You try to find data packets 
that contain any known intrusion-related signatures or anomalies 
related to Internet protocols. Based upon a set of signatures and 
rules, the detection system is able to find and log suspicious activity 
and generate alerts. Anomaly-based intrusion detection usually 
depends on packet anomalies present in protocol header parts. 
In some cases these methods produce better results compared to 
signature-based IDS.

Fig. 1: A Network Intrusion Detection System With Web 
Interface

Usually an intrusion detection system captures data from the 
network and applies its rules to that data or detects anomalies in 
it. Snort is primarily a rule-based IDS, however input plug-ins 
are present to detect anomalies in protocol headers [3]. Snort uses 
rules stored in text files that can be modified by a text editor. Rules 
are grouped in categories. Rules belonging to each category are 
stored in separate files. These files are then included in a main 
configuration file called snort.conf. Snort reads these rules at the 
start-up time and builds internal data structures or chains to apply 
these rules to captured data. Finding signatures and using them 

in rules is a tricky job [4], since the more rules you use, the more 
processing power is required to process captured data in real time. 
It is important to implement as many signatures as you can using 
as few rules as possible. Snort comes with a rich set of pre-defined 
rules to detect intrusion activity and you are free to add your own 
rules at will. You can also remove some of the built-in rules to 
avoid false alarms. In this paper we tested Snort and identified 
the packet loss.

II. Research Methodology
Snort is a free and open source network intrusion prevention 
system (NIPS) and network intrusion detection system (NIDS) 
created by Martin Roesch in 1998.NIDS is the type of Intrusion 
Detection System (IDS) that is used for scanning data flowing 
on the network [2, 5-6]. There are also host-based intrusion 
detection systems, which are installed on a particular host and 
detect attacks targeted to that host only. Although all intrusion 
detection methods are still new, Snort is ranked among the top 
quality systems available today.
Snort is logically divided into multiple components. These 
components work together to detect particular attacks and to 
generate output in a required format from the detection system. A 
Snort-based IDS consists of the following major components: 

Packet Decoder• 
Preprocessors• 
Detection Engine• 
Logging and Alerting System• 
Output Modules• 

Fig. 2: Components of Snort

Fig. 2 shows how these components are arranged. Any data packet 
coming from the Internet enters the packet decoder. On its way 
towards the output modules, it is either dropped, logged or an 
alert is generated [2].

A. Packet Decoder
The packet decoder takes packets from different types of network 
interfaces and prepares the packets to be preprocessed or to be 
sent to the detection engine. The interfaces may be Ethernet, SLIP, 
PPP and so on.
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B. Preprocessors
Preprocessors are components or plug-ins that can be used with 
Snort to arrange or modify data packets before the detection 
engine does some operation to find out if the packet is being 
used by an intruder. Some preprocessors also perform detection 
by finding anomalies in packet headers and generating alerts. 
Preprocessors are very important for any IDS to prepare data 
packets to be analyzed against rules in the detection engine. 
Hackers use different  techniques to fool an IDS in different ways 
[8]. Preprocessors are also used for packet defragmentation. When 
a large data chunk is transferred to a host, the packet is usually 
fragmented. For example, default maximum length of any data 
packet on an Ethernet network is usually 1500 bytes. This value 
is controlled by the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) value for the 
network interface. This means that if you send data which is more 
than 1500 bytes, it will be split into multiple data packets so that 
each packet fragment is less than or equal to 1500 bytes [2]. 

C. The Detection Engine
The detection engine is the most important part of Snort. Its 
responsibility is to detect if any intrusion activity exists in a packet. 
The detection engine employs Snort rules for this purpose. The 
rules are read into internal data structures or chains where they 
are matched against all packets. If a packet matches any rule, 
appropriate action is taken; otherwise the packet is dropped. 
Appropriate actions may be logging the packet or generating 
alerts.
The detection engine is the time-critical part of Snort. Depending 
upon how powerful your machine is and how many rules you 
have defined, it may take different amounts of time to respond 
to different packets. If traffic on your network is too high when 
Snort is working in NIDS mode, you may drop some packets and 
may not get a true real-time response. 

D. Logging and Alerting System
Depending upon what the detection engine finds inside a packet, 
the packet may be used to log the activity or generate an alert. 
Logs are kept in simple text files, tcpdump-style files or some other 
form. All of the log files are stored under /var/log/ snort folder 
by default. You can use –l command line options to modify the 
location of generating logs and alerts. Many command line options 
discussed in the next chapter can modify the type and detail of 
information that is logged by the logging and alerting system.

E. Output Modules
Output modules or plug-ins can do different operations depending 
on how you want to save output generated by the logging and 
alerting system of Snort. Basically these modules control the type 
of output generated by the logging and alerting system [7].

III. System Architecture

A. Architecture of the System
The architecture contains four computers. This network contains of 
a high performance PCs running both open source and commercial 
tools to generate traffic at high speeds and monitor the network 
performance. We connected a high performance pc to generate 
more traffic as needed. The IDS for this experiment was the 
Snort.

Fig. 3: Basic Network Design  

IV. Experimental Results
The network was designed to test the performance of Snort on 
Linux operating system. To get accurate results we tested with 
packet sizes(512,1024) for both TCP and UDP. The test was 
performed for the speed rang from 250Mbps,500Mbps, 750Mbps, 
1Gbps,1.5Gbps,2Gbps. 

A. TCP
In this section the Snort performed on TCP protocol was addressed. 
When the packet size is 512, Snort was performed very well at 
there were no packet drop recorded on 250Mbps , 500Mbps and 
750Mbps. Table 1 shows that when the speed reached 1Gbps Snort 
started to drop packets. At the speed of 1Gbps Snort dropped 2.8% 
packets , at the speed of 1.5Gbps Snort dropped 35% packets, at 
the speed of 2Gbps Snort dropped 42%packets.

Table 1: Packet Size = 512.
Speed Packet Loss Information
250 Mbps No Packet Loss
500 Mbps No Packet Loss
750 Mbps No Packet Loss
1Gbps 2.8%
1.5Gbps 35%
2Gbps 42%

When the packet size is 1024, Snort was performed very well at 
there were no packet drop recorded on 250Mbps , 500Mbps and 
750Mbps. Table 1 shows that when the speed reached 1Gbps Snort 
started to drop packets. At the speed of 1Gbps Snort dropped 1% 
packets , at the speed of 1.5Gbps Snort dropped 2% packets, at 
the speed of 2Gbps Snort dropped 9%packets. Fig. 4 shows that 
When the packet size was increased percentage of packet loss 
was decreased and when the speed was increased the packet loss 
was increased.
Table 2: Packet Size = 1024
Speed Packet Loss Information 
250 Mbps No Packet Loss
500 Mbps No Packet Loss
750 Mbps No Packet Loss
1Gbps 1%
1.5Gbps 2%
2Gbps 9%
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Fig. 4: Comparison of Packet Loss Between Packet Sizes 512 
and 1024

B. UDP
According to Table 3 When the packet size is 512, Snort was 
performed very well at there were no packet drop recorded on 
250Mbps and 500Mbps. when the speed reached 750Mbps Snort 
started to drop packets. At the speed of 750Mbps Snort dropped 
30% packets, at the speed of 1Gbps Snort dropped 42% packets , 
at the speed of 1.5Gbps Snort dropped 43% packets, at the speed 
of 2Gbps Snort dropped 43%packets.

Table 3: Packet Size=512
Speed Packet Loss Information
250 Mbps No Packet Loss
500 Mbps No Packet Loss
750 Mbps 30%
1Gbps 42%
1.5Gbps 43%
2Gbps 43%

When the packet size is 1024, Snort was performed very well at 
there were no packet drop recorded on 250Mbps , 500Mbps and 
750Mbps. Table 4 shows that when the speed reached 1Gbps Snort 
started to drop packets. At the speed of 1Gbps Snort dropped 30% 
packets , at the speed of 1.5Gbps Snort dropped 35% packets, at 
the speed of 2Gbps Snort dropped 40% packets. Fig. 5 shows 
that When the packet size was increased percentage of packet 
loss was decreased and when the speed was increased the packet 
loss was increased.

Table 4: Packet Size=1024
Speed Packet Loss Information 
250 Mbps No Packet Loss
500 Mbps No Packet Loss
750 Mbps No Packet Loss
1Gbps 30%
1.5Gbps 35%
2Gbps 40%
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Fig. 5: Comparison of Packet loss Between Packet Sizes 512 
and 1024

Table 5 shows that Snort identified maximum all alerts.

Table 5: Percentage of Alerts Detected
Speed SNORT
250Mbps 100%
500Mbps 100%
750Mbps 100%
1Gbps 100%
1.5Gbps 99.8%
2Gbps 99.2%

V. Conclusion
Detecting packet loss is essential in the networks. In this study 
Snort was used to identify the packet loss in the network. The 
experiment identifies maximum alerts in the network. When the 
packet size was increased percentage of packet loss was decreased 
and when the speed was increased the packet loss was increased. 
Implementing an intrusion detection system and finding more 
packet loss and all alerts in networks will be indentified in further 
study.
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